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New cast iron RWP
and lead hopper.

Replace missing stone finials to
dormers to match existing, bedded on
stainless steel dowel and resin fixing.

Rainwater goods, generally
Remove all GRP and PVC type rainwater goods and
replace with cast iron RWPs and lead hoppers, complete
with associated strap, fixings, overflow indicators, and
hand hole access to base of pipes. RWP profiles to be
square section. New hoppers to be formed in code 8 lead.

Existing parapet cope stones
Allow for careful lifting and
rebedding of all parapet copes on
new code 6 lead dpc with stainless
steel dowels and resin fixing.

New RWP
New code 8 lead hopper and square section cast
iron RWP, connecting to existing below ground
drainage.  Provisionally allow for removal of tree
to accommodate new pipework.

Replace missing spike to
finial with new bossed
lead spike.

Window works
Remove modern casement window.
Reinstate original stone window mullions and
transom to match profiles of remaining
sections.
Install new 2-over-2 timber sash and case
windows with double glazed units, painted
finish.  Profiles of joinery and astragals to
match original windows as closely as possible.

Roof works
Strip and re-slate all pitches. New slates to be large format
Cumbrian (Kirkby) slate, laid in random widths and
diminishing courses, and double nailed, to match existing.
Samples to be obtained for comparison prior to the works.
2 no. new lead slate vents to new extract fan and vent
pipe.

Renew leadwork as per Proposed Roof Plan -
Drawing Ref. RHM-SAB-MH-XX-GA-A-0205

Form new pitched lead slipway
complete with wood core storm rolls,
to direct discharge of rainwater from
adjacent Main House roof into
wallhead gutter.

Overhaul
existing lead
corner hopper

NOTE
Do not scale from this drawing - all dimensions should be
checked on site by the contractor prior to construction and
discrepancies notified to the architect immediately.

This drawing should be read in conjunction with the
architect's drawings, specification and schedules, and
those provided by the other consultants.

For information on known hazards and general health &
safety issues prior to work on site, reference should be
made to the Pre-Construction Health & Safety Pack

KEY

New/altered/repaired

Downtakings

Lead weathering to string course
Code 6 lead weathering to be
formed over top of string course.

Key Plan
Scale 1:200 @ A1

Remove redundant
plastic extract vent
terminal.
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